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Ranga Havard

Ranga Havard is a player character played by Soban.

Ranga Havard

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja Female
Date of Birth: 1日 1月 YE 32
Organization: Yamatai Department of Diplomacy
Occupation: Ambassador

Physical Description

Raga stands just below average height at 5', and weighs a modest 97 lbs. Her body is pear-shaped, with
wide hips and B-cup breasts. She has a rounded face with full lips, and small, pointed ears. Her light blue
eyes are almond-shaped, and her skin is a rich azure color. She enjoys styling her black hair in complex
braids. She currently enjoys variants on a Halo braid.

Personality

Ragna has a easygoing personality that is very open and inquisitive about others. She enjoys making a
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good first impression and learning about other cultures. She likes finding solutions that benefit everyone
and believes in fair deals. That said, she is a keen negotiator and always on the lookout for opportunities
to increase Yamatai's influence in the Galaxy. While she believes in the military, she prefers diplomacy.

History

Ranga Havard was created on Yamatai (Planet) by Ketsurui Zaibatsu in early YE 32. She fought in the
Second Mishhuvurthyar War as a communications officer and later as the head of cryptography for the
flagship YSS Densetsu. However, she recognized that her true passion lay outside of the Army, and in
making peace rather then making war. In YE 35 she retired from the Star Army when her contract was up
and joined the Department of Diplomacy. She quickly rose through the ranks and became an
Ambassador in YE 41.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Ranga Havard has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Leadership: Ragna is a diplomat and is skilled in finding solutions.
Communication: Having served as the head of cryptography for a flagship, she is familiar with
many forms of encryption and how they might be broken.

Social Connections

Ranga is connected to:

Kara "Gravity" Sifsdottir, kinda-Sister

Notable Items

Tranquility-class Diplomacy Ship, YSS Imperturbable, for the purposes of her being a diplomat.

OOC Information

This article was created on 2019/04/07 18:45 using the namespace template.

In the case soban becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO
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Character Data
Character Name Ranga Havard
Character Owner Soban
Character Status Active Player Character
Plots Bastion of Winter
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Retired
SAOY Exit Year YE 35
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
District Yamatai (Planet)
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